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Soy Complex – Soybean prices took another downward step yesterday and continued the same pattern overnight.  Meal 
followed suit dropping $2.10, just how many rungs are left to descend on the soya ladder must be lessening, Dec meal is 
likely to see its next support level at $380.  The price rally seen in August due to dryness in the Midwest is now beginning to 
unwind however was substantial enough to likely raise the harvest low, which we may not see for another two weeks.  
Soybean oil declined sharply, finally penetrating the 40 cent level in the nearby contract.                 

Grains – Chicago Wheat traded on both sides of the market lacking fresh fundamental support to extend gains. With 
Mondays report already priced into the market the focus will revert back to assessing the pace of demand for wheat, 
particularly into the export sector.  The only problem with this is the US government shutdown, the market will not receive 
weekly reports indicating the pace of demand or Export sales.  In the EU, Matif wheat came under pressure aided by the 
Black sea cash price and a 9 month high spike in the euro.  EU corn also slid again however this was mainly due to the 
continuing losses in the US.  Heavy rainfall in the Black Sea continues to slow harvest with Russia reportedly 13.5% and 
Ukraine 11% complete (1.6 million & 2.77 million tonnes respectively.) The CBOT corn is receiving pressure from both harvest 
pressure and expected record production, Dec corn may even drift towards $4.25/bu over the next month.               

Crude oil, equities and currency – European stocks fell while oil led commodities lower as the U.S. government shutdown 
entered a second day and officials began using extraordinary measures to avoid breaching the nation’s debt limit. Japanese 
shares weakened and the yen advanced.  The euro retreated from an eight-month high versus the dollar before the 
European Central Bank meets today for the first time since President Mario Draghi said he’s ready to inject cash into the 
banking system. 
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